The immigrants are contributing immensely to us by their industry and skill. We should teach them to become in all ways good citizens. As matters now stand the returning immigrant is carrying back with him the worst things in American civilization. The quickest and best way of solving the problem is to teach the immigrant our language and with it a right conception of our government.

MUSICAL VESPERS, NOVEMBER 21.

Choir pieces: Forever With the Lord, Gounod O God, Thy Goodness, Beethoven Organ pieces: Overture in D flat, Beethoven Grand choeur symphonique, Purcell J. Mansfield Monologe

A CORRECTION.

Due to a mistake of the printers the $900 earned by the Students' Building Fair was given as $9.90. We apologize.

PROFESSOR PALMER'S LECTURE.

The influence of the classic school of poetry lasted for about a century; after that poetry entered upon a new epoch, marked by romantic, rather than classic ideas. The poets of this school, instead of dwelling on the peculiarities of men and women, treated of nature and out-door life. In nature the roman-
ticists sought to find a relic of themselves; in this search they naturally found much that they could not understand. By the poets of the classic school this unknown element was dreaded; by the romant-
ticists it was loved. Wonder was the very foundation of their theory; we are but a drop in the infinite whole; they thought, and can only dimly feel our connection with it. Having been disheartened by such an idea, they were filled with a new enthu-
siasm, which had, perhaps, been prepared for by the Wesleyan movement which had swept over the land, filling men with religious ardor. As is often the case with enthusiastic natures, these poets felt that instinct was, for them, a more trustworthy guide than reason; that the popular judgment should be accepted rather than the cool estimate of the scholar. With the idea of the all-encompassing power of God, came the thought that God is imaged in His creation, is meeting in every instinct of our being.

Of the type of poetry represented by these char-
acteristics, Wordsworth was the prophet. He did not invent this type, but he discerned the signs of the times more clearly than his contemporaries, and was able to give them noble expression. The sur-
rroundings of his early life were well fitted to prepare him for his future work. Brought up in the beautiful lake country, and living among simple country folk, he developed a close sympathy with nature, and a strong interest in his fellow man. In his poems, Wordsworth does not simply describe nature and man; he has a gospel to preach, and that gospel is that we cannot gain joy through love, wealth, or modern inventions, or even from the Infinite; it is to be found in the training of all our fundamental instincts, so far as they bind us to God. He takes up the scenes of the most ordinary life, and shows how they are shot through by his profoundest hopes, his greatest aspirations.
THE DELECTABLE INCIDENT OF POLLY THE PEACOCK.

It was at that pleasant season of the year which is known in the air and hearts, and usually in anticipation. That fitting preparation might be made for this most joyous season, it was deemed wise that all past offences be heard and wiped out.

The High-Court of Non-Objective Interests therefore appointed a day wherein all complaints should be heard. Now of all the grievances which were recollected that day, there was not one to speak of, but one especially was made against that disordered and frivolous bird, Polly the Peacock.

First came the Phaean, who said, "Most Dread Court, I would complain of Polly the Peacock's behaviour in church. For she constantly flutters and chatters and rules her plume so loudly that none can understand the words of the service. And when Chaucer and his chortlers attempted to sing for us, she ruffled so loudly that the song was completely spoiled. Moreover, not content with making a disturbance herself, she beheld all those who accompanied her to similar actions. Then, in such a chattering and fluttering, I was almost distracted."

Then the Crab said, sourly, "You do well to complain, Phaean. You are an ascetic, and since Polly the Peacock was so obtrusive, why did you not request her to leave?"

"Alas," sighed the Phaean, "I feared a greater disturbance when her friends were with her. Her cousin, the Parrot, sat near, and did whatever Polly did, thinking it clever."

"Well," said the Parrot suavely, "I was no more than she was. We all felt like ruffling; we just couldn't help ourselves; we were under the Parrot's influence."

"Most High Court," pleaded the Peacock. "I appealed for justice. The Parrot and the Rabbits are also guilty; yet the chief offender is Polly the Peacock."

The Owls all put on their spectacles, and asked counsel of Tiberi the Cat, who had studied law. She was busy with a huge ball of red tape, much of which had come un wound. The Phaean at once started to help her wind it, but finding it full of knots, they both grew discouraged.

Finally, the Chief Owl arose and said, "It seems that without more facts we can do nothing. Moreover, this is not a place for futile jurisdiction. If every Peacock were to use her influence, Polly the Peacock would soon feel ashamed of herself."

At this, all the animals chattered loudly, and the next case was summoned.

POSSIBLE DONORS—AND OURSELVES.

Last week in chapel President Pendleton outlined to us the plan for raising the required $25,000 before June 30, 1916, a million-dollar endowment, with science building, a student's building and new dormitories as side issues. "The best way for you undergraduates to help is to keep up in class and do your work. More facts? More pledges? Infinite canvassing and penny-pressing?"—"to make Wellesley a college worthy of donations.

We set up. We have been setting up ever since. A college worthy of donations? But are we not one of the first-six? Haven't we a high standard as any? We have; but our academic standard is not of our undergraduate making. Miss Pendleton referred to something that was. What is it? The tone of the College? We need not stop here to define the "tone" of the College. Our Free Press and Editorial columns are full of its details every week. Chapel attendance, noise, newspaper reading, office-lining, academic and non-academic interests, attitude, style—all these results are worth the word is worn to insignificance. We realize the importance of these and many other elements in our community life. How would they affect a practical business man?

Practical business men are willing to make good investments. They want to see results, either of their own or similar capital. In this utilitarian age, the results must be commodities, something blue-tinged sheepskins and B.A.'s; something more, too, than a vague and general knowledge of a great many things. The whole question is, as we hear so often, not whether of what kind, but of what manner you want your results. Our Possible Donor looks about for a way to invest a straよう hundred thousand dollars. An appeal comes in from Wellesley College. He had been thinking of an institution—perhaps favoring a technical school, in fact. However, why not Wellesley College? He collects evidence, from magazine articles, from laity, from a visit to the College,—but, most of all, from that niece who graduated last year. In answer to the question, "What can the College graduate do?" the Magazine articles say: "She can think clearly; she can concentrate; she can express herself well; she can adapt herself to circumstances in a way that results are worth an investment. Her sister knows one and another of them from specific instances. The trip to the College is bewildering. Oh, the ideal is there all right. How does it work out? The niece. All has known her since childhood. Her brother spent a lot of money on her education. What difference has it made in her? Is she logical and level-headed? Is she strong and self-controlled? Is she coherent? Is she business-like? Is she efficient?"

If you were the niece, fellow reader of the News, would that check be made payable to Wellesley College? Or would it be diverts to the technical school, and the weakness of a college education remain forever after the Donor's pet hobby?

We have tried many methods of raising money. Here is a new one, suggested by one who knows the ways and habits of the Donors. Is it going to pay for us to save our minutes with our penneys; polish manners as well as shoes and prize our activities as carefully as our Fair articles; in other words work to have people come in and pay for us to train ourselves in plain business efficiency in our everyday work, go to! Let us do it! Someone deems our immediate predecessors worthy of a library, a gymnasium and a quadrangle. They have trusted us, so far, with four thousand dollars. Why can't we make ourselves worthy a Students' building, a science building, Freshmen dormitories and the whole Million-Dollar Endowment?

MRS. PANKHURST.

Some of us who heard Mrs. Pankhurst in Tremont Temple, not long ago, brought to her lecture a deaf ear, a supersensitive ear, and we believed firmly in the cause of suffrage, we had serious doubts as to the morality and necessity of the movement in England. I hope that we did not doubt its sincerity; if we did, we were quite bitterly ashamed of that doubt. We were ashamed of all our hasty conclusions, our crotalus acceptance of prejudiced reports, our ignorant, unhackneyed criticism, our unkind, our lack of consideration. We had heard of the "hunger-strike," but how many of us had ever tried to feel what it was, and what was the heroism which could keep it up? We could laugh at the term, and at "force-feeding," because to us they meant no more than terms. We cannot laugh at them any more. We can feel nothing less than the most houndish admiration, the most moving sympathy for the little group of insects, unknown, unheralded, for no fame and no reward, daily give their warm.

Solemnity. The world must prize; it is ever the test and confirmation of sincerity. It is the solemn character of this cause which makes it so. It was, moreover, the fine solemnity with which Mrs. Pankhurst gave to them, and not to the leaders, the praise that brought us insight into her own personality. There was a note in her that vindictiveness, that ungraciousness which is too often the mark of small in others; science less devoted natures. Self, with its bitterness, its obscurity, was utterly refined away, leaving in her a free and great simplicity.

"If you do nothing and you challenge nothing, you are not criticized," said Mrs. Pankhurst. We, who in comparison to these women, have done nothing, challenged nothing for the cause which is also our cause, have dared to set up our shallow, unconsidered censorship. We have condemned their methods and themselves; and ourselves stand condemned of indifference, fearlessness, neglect. We who can scarcely ever ourselves to go to hear a speaker, disparage people whose courageous logic drives them to give up everything for an idea. Can we even pretend to account the justice of intelligent consideration?

THE COLLEGE SETTLEMENT ASSOCIATION.

The College Settlement Association met at 7:30, P.M., on Monday, November 24, Mary Louise Ferguson, 1916, was elected Freshman member of the board, Miss Marie Spaul, 1909, who is working at Denison House, traced the history of settlement work and especially college settlements. Miss Hughes and Miss Sinder spoke on the opportunities open to the Wellesley Chapter for work. Miss Sinder particularly emphasized the help we can give our intelligent enthusiasm. In order to help make our interest intelligent, there is going to be a reserve shelf in the library for books relating to settlement work and phases of modern sociology.

Let this fact sink in your memory, and some time look up that shelf. You may find yourself selection among many. It is not a single book, you had heretofore regarded with polite indifference. Settlement work is such a big, wonderful work—do not miss the opportunity to at least know something about it!"
AN ON THE WAY PHILOSOPHY.

"Use your legs and save your brains," counseled Big Brother, as he watched his young sister start down town for the third time on a single morning. And why not? To that rationalistic individual doubtless three separate trips to the "center" for three small errands seemed most absurd. But who shall say that the ultimate truth is always reached by reason? Why not consider the emotional side of this question? Had Big Brother never known the joy of discovering that there was still something to finish, still something to occupy time, before the hard work of the day could be begun? Three whole trips down town, with nothing to do all the way there and all the way back but to daydream! What genuine lover of an easy existence would prefer to have only one of them? Why, when little sister finally returned she would have to dust the parlor, and sew hooks and eyes on a new dress, and overcast some seams. Can anyone be so lacking in true human feeling as to believe that it would be better for her to begin working at once and let the errand wait until another turned up that could be done at the same time? If such a one there is, to her is now my mission—that of showing forth the undreamt-of advantages in the Lebensphilosophie of being always on the way.

In the first place, such a philosophy obviates the necessity of planning anything. Who does not hate the sight of those silly little note-books, or calendar pads, on which girls record their engagements? And if you have one, and carefully keep it up-to-date by spending half an hour every evening writing up things to do on the next day, when a bother to have to refer to it every five minutes as the time for each duty approaches for fear something will be forgotten! Now an "on the way" philosopher dispenses with all such aids to the memory. She (for I fancy it is most often a she) begins the day by doing first the thing that she likes best. The reason for this is that, should there not be time enough for all, it would be foolish to complete only the unpleasant tasks and leave the pleasant undone. So she goes through the whole day, beginning in the order of her own preference.

Now this often results in what seems to the casual observer a somewhat illogical order. For instance, a girl may go twice to the library, in the course of an afternoon instead of doing two things while she is there the first time. But it is only the un-sympathetic that this appears to be a defect in the system. For by going twice she gains time, precious, non-transferable time, for herself alone, not to be shared with her work. Nobody can rob her of this. Nobody can say, do this or that for me now, for she is on her own. She is merely engaging in the legitimate course of changing her occupation.

And, indeed, she is never at leisure. That is one of the great beauties of an on the way philosophy. For choices become the easiest thing in the world. If a girl once "bites off more than she can chew," as of course she ought to, to be always on the way, then she will never have time for unremendous tasks, but she can always agree to do (in addition to her regular program) whatever is pleasant, and let it take precedence over other things. Could anything be more simple? No tiresome calculations, no haggling over petty moral values,—nothing is necessary but a swift emotional sensitivity to the immediately unpleasant. Who does not long thus to be spared the pains of thinking, in this hopeless competition of strains?

A word must be said about those few necessary things without which it would be impossible for us to maintain our places in society. In every individual group there are requirements of one sort or another. In college, one must be of diploma grade at least, and it is extremely advisable to profess a moderate enthusiasm (sincere or otherwise) for some of the phases of college life. The latter requirement is easily fulfilled. One has only to grow frequently eloquent on the subject of class and college spirit, and to present an occasional and orientations appearance at some public event, cheering loudly, where, if one's presence is remarked upon with a question, one should answer, "Well, I just had to take time for this." The first requirement, however,—the academic—is more formidable, because, being on the whole the least interesting of all one's college occupations (since it involves brain work), it must always be left until the more attractive things are done. This will generally result in its being done at the eleventh hour, and in a great hurry. As a result of considerable experience, the writer has been able to formulate a few general principles of eleventh-hour working, which she is only too glad to pass on.

General Principles:
1. Notify all your friends before beginning so that they may be ready to sympathize and to assist if necessary.
2. Indulge in a slight spree, regulated according to your temperament, with the object of working yourself up to the proper emotional pitch.
3. In the presence of other girls affect extreme ignorance and remark often that you are "petrified." Do not, however, be that.
4. Begin the work at any time after the rest of the house is in bed, on the night before it is due, arranging it so that you cannot possibly finish before the exact time that it is due, and then only by a phenomenal effort.
5. In case the work is not done on time, decide immediately whether you will (a) hand it in as it is, with tearful and dramatic apologies to the instructor, or (b) keep it until it is finished and exercise all your ingenuity in getting an excuse. Both methods have their advantages.

This plan of pursuing academic duties has two marked results: it produces a very extraordinary quality of work; and it affords the excitement without which some of us would find life unbearable. Nothing that I know of has quite the same stimulating thrill as a race of brains against time. It is more fun than playing in a ball game. It is like one of those great moments for which all youth longs, when we are confronted by unheard-of situations and the knowledge that "It's up to us." Is not the eleventh-hour habit excellent training for "the game?" She who can think clearly and rapidly under pressure ought surely to be well prepared for meeting life's exigencies with prompt decision.

So, on the whole, our on the way philosophy works out pretty well. Its devotees are always busy, but rarely doing anything unpleasant. If fortune is with them and they occasionally do something really well, then they are thought brilliant. If not, they pass as people of great possibilities, but unfortunate temperamental drawbacks—a
victims of the "artistic" temperament, or something of the kind. Always they are desirable citizens because they work hard and for this reason, too, they can maintain their own respect for themselves, for they go to bed tired at night, with a conscience that speaks up cheerfully, "I've done as many things as I had time for today, let the rest take care of themselves," and forthwith drops into a healthy sleep. Such, O sober man of reason, are the joys of being always on the way.

Edith A. Ayers, 1914.

FREEM P R E S S.

Library Etiquette.

The best opening to a conversation in the library is to ask somebody about an assignment: "Just what chapters did she tell us to read?" or, "How far in this book were we supposed to go?" A conversation begun in this way leads to an unexpectedly good development, and soon you will be discussing anything from the latest quiz to what you're going to wear to the party. The only really necessary condition to making the conversation successful is that the question must come from someone who has been in class and heard as much—or at least had a chance to hear as much—as the girl whom she asks.

Another bit of etiquette that must not be neglected by the visitor to the library is that she must let everyone of her friends know that she is there too. She may tap them on the shoulder, push their notebooks aside—anything to make them stop whatever they are doing, and notice that she is honoring the library with her presence.

The Midnight Oil.

How many of us, on the night before a long paper which have not sat up to the cold, still hours, marvelling at our own fortitude, and copying and copying, scratching and scratching, until brain and hand were both numb? And the next morning, pale and listless, we present ourselves, with an air of forced sprightliness intended to deceive no one; we receive expressions of sympathy from admiring friends for our devotion to the wearisome demands of the "academic," and, oh, how cross-faced we feel when the girl next behind leaves our record by a full half hour! We haven't any right to such complicity. In sitting up all hours to finish a paper we are displaying, instead of admirably scholarly zeal, a rather regrettable lack of foresight. Withdrawing the question of health, it does seem to me that these post-midnight literary orgies reflect on a girl's ability to do her work, as well as to recognize the self-evident fact that a paper finished under pressure at 4 A.M., cannot possibly be so creditable as one done sensibly during the workable hours.

1915.

Corkscrews.

The College learns with regret that 1916 have forfeited their Sophomore play as a result of their failure to assure themselves that the due for Math. Final was done to an impartial scholar's zeal, a rather regrettable lack of foresight. Withdrawing the question of health, it does seem to me that these post-midnight literary orgies reflect on a girl's ability to do her work, as well as to recognize the self-evident fact that a paper finished under pressure at 4 A.M., cannot possibly be so creditable as one done sensibly during the workable hours.
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FOR ENGLISH MAJORS—AND OTHERS.

All Wellesley girls have to take some English. A few elect more. And of these a few use directly in their later work what they learned in their college English courses. But for the most part graduates do not write English for a living. What, then—aside from the intangible "cultura"—value of the study of composition and criticism—what direct and practical service does such study give to the majority?

I believe that its greatest good lies (if it is rightly taught and intelligently reacted on) in its development of the power of thinking in an orderly way and expressing oneself clearly and logically. It is possible that there is too little emphasis put on this aspect of composition courses: that those other familiar gods, Force and Elegance, are praised more constantly than is Clearness. But this is certainly too: many college girls go out without having learned how to think without confusion clearly (as Dr. Van Dyke rather drunkenly puts it) or how to tell a thing straightforward.

This, after all, is much more important than either Force or Elegance in everyday pursuits. Not all of us go in for literature, but some time or other we all have to explain difficult situations, or write business letters, or send a note to Teacher about Small Scott's absence. These are common demands on our powers of expression, and so many of us are bunglers at them just because we have only a vague feeling for organizing our ideas, and a rather disorderly vocabulary with which to pass them on to other people.

When first I read Aristotle's rule that everything has a beginning, a middle and an end, I thought it was extraordinarily foolish. Anybody could see that. But in the ten years since, I have acquired a great respect for the man who saw how really important it was to insist on that principle, for after twenty-five hundred years people need to be told it just as insistently as ever. They haven't yet learned that to be effective you must not put the middle of a thing before its beginning, or the beginning after the end. Order is Aristotle's first law as well as Heaven's; you know whether you write a tragedy or tell a funny story or describe a Coral engine or define her duties to the new nurserymaid, you must start at the logical beginning, include the necessary middle and make it lead up to an inevitable end.

Last summer I listened to a story told by one of the most scholarly women I have seen, a graduate student in a distinguished college for women, taking her highest degree in Greek and Latin, and the head of a girls' school. She related an incident of the previous college year, something about a freshman who quite unnecessarily piled all her papers from her reference books, and whose case eventually came up before the Faculty when the thing was discovered through the printing of one paper in the college magazine. A simple enough narrative, and

(Continued on page 6.)
THANKSGIVING.

Golden Text: “Eat ye that which is good and let your soul delight itself in fatness.”

The Lesson.

Thanksgiving being just past, we know that you will be thinking of the mistakes you have made and will seek advice. We therefore print the following suggestions.

How to make the table conversation interesting:
1. Talk about where you were last year. This always starts a flood of reminiscences.
2. Wonder aloud what the folks at home are doing. This introduces a friendly family spirit.

How best to live up to the Golden Text:
1. Choose, after a brief but discriminating scrutiny, the things which you like best and eat rapidly to avoid the semblance of a large appetite. Or if you have histronic ability, simulate homesickness and follow the example of the weeping Walrus, i.e., eat behind your handkerchief.
2. When you can still chew but can no longer swallow, arise and run rapidly up and down stairs. You will soon find the situation relieved.

How to “delight in fatness”:
1. Avoid all scales, patent weighing machines and tape measures and remark frequently that you have been losing weight.
2. Use a swaddling cover to conceal the discrepancy between the hook and the eye on your skirt binding.

How to utilize your leisure away from the dinner table:
1. Never cry to study. You have earned a rest.
2. Don’t go to walk. You are too tired.
3. Don’t write home. It will make you blue.
4. Don’t call on your friends. It will make them blue.
5. Don’t read trash. We suggest instead, to the five-foot book shelf that the News has filled. The following books are especially recommended:
   “The Hash Thou Gavest Me.”
   “Is It Enough?”
   “The Taste of Apples.”
   “Swallows.”
   “The Custom of the Country.”
   “The Great Adventure.”

ALICE IN THANKSGIVING LAND.

“Pudding—Alice. Alice—Pudding. Waiter, remove the Pudding.” And the Pudding went to join the Turkey who had departed some time earlier.

“Oh my sweet soul!” she sibilantly sighed, “my fruit is all of a flutter! That Alice tried to slice me. These girls are so fantastically absorbed in food.”

“You mean rather that the girls fantastically absorb food,” temporized the Turkey who is something of a pantist, as you will understand if you observe the precise formality with which he handles his feet.

“It’s very much the same thing,” said the Pudding. “In the words of the pantist, ‘Don’t split hairs.’”

“You mean the pantist,” reduced the Turkey.

“Well, I don’t want to dispute with you. But, while we are on the question, she changed the subject deftly, “do you think it is superstition to believe in what fortune-tellers say?”

“To speak quite frankly, I should say that I have considered the matter so little that I am still, to speak colloquially, on the fence. But I have been induced to believe that there is considerable ground on both sides and, for those who do not care for the refined position I hold, I fancy it would be quite safe to jump on either side.”

“Really,” assurred the Pudding. “It didn’t mean to have you think that I was talking about suffrage; but, since you have brought it up, which side do you think is best socially?”

“As to that, I may say quite impersonally that the old order seems so satisfactory that I should emphatically oppose any suggestion of change. It has been customary for a gentleman to be cook of the yard and I should consider it unadulterate in the extreme for one of your sex to assume the position.”

“Of course, I should never want to do anything unadulterate and I realize that some of the correlative positions are peculiar, but don’t you think that exercise is good for girls?”

“My all means, yes,” affirmed the Turkey, “when sufficiently controlled, it is improving both to the general health and to the figure.”

“Oh, I beg of you, don’t talk mathematics! I never could understand it; I don’t see why I need to, anyway, for I think that woman’s sphere is the home,” and the Pudding sighed sweetly.

“Undoubtedly, but the increased efficiency of the home-maker who has had the advantage of higher education is a blessing too little appreciated.”

“How glad I am,” said the Pudding, slightly startled, “that you reminded me of the Day which I must confess I had forgotten. We have so much to be thankful for.”

“HE WALKS.”

He walks, the instructor of my delight.
A goat among the sheep.
He may be vulpine enough to fight,
Yet he must hide it deep;
Nor raise his class from sleep.

He walks, the instructor of my delight.
A goat among the sheep.
He would not sell us if he might;
Safe distance must he keep.
He is so circumspect and right,—
He has his place to keep.
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yet - shades of Aristotle, how she worked it! I am ordinarily intelligent, but when she finished I was quite in the dark, and had to ask a number of questions before I got the point. She had plucked into the middle of the affair without telling me: the girl was as what the trouble was; she drew long on unessential and omitted essentially; she told the end of the tale ten minutes before she should. It was all a jumble, and yet not an unfair sample of the average narrative, and quite suggestive of the way some people talk all the time.

It is a truism that the purpose, the raison d'être, of expression of any kind is that it should transfer the idea. The one who addresses himself lucidly or partially, but lucidly and entirely. And the study of English expression - which is our aim whether we take English or English 20, is primarily to put us in command of all the powers of our language which make for expressiveness. Of what use is it to learn how to write critiques of Pater if we cannot also direct an untimed cook how to mix muffins? Explaining clearly may not be quite so glorious as writing a sonnet for the Athletic Monthly, but it is more useful.

Wellesley used to - perhaps does still - require Mathematics in the Freshman year, allegedly to train Freshmen powers of reasoning and analysis. Yet I have often wondered whether the Smith College idea in practice a few years ago, of requiring Freshmen to take either Mathematics or Logic, is not better. Never having had Logic myself, I conceive of it as serviceable in just the direction I am discussing - the analyzing and ordering of thought. But whether it be Mathematics, Logic, or English Composition, certainly some kind of training ought to be devised for college girls to enable them to think, speak, and write clearly. Constant regard for such factors as the "mot proper," the logical placing of phrases, the distribution of emphasis, paragraphing, and unity - to name only a few of the elements of clear expression - these are important. But probably the most important thing comes before any of these: the power of clear thinking. How many of us carry this power with us when we leave college?

We have recently had occasion to consider once more the relations between the Faculty and students. These relations admitted to suffer from strain on certain occasions. Now the question that we all are asking is: What produces this strain?

It is understood that 1916 is satisfied with the outcome, and her encounter with the Faculty point of view. Doubtless 1916 is satisfied because she has met the Faculty point of view and looked for a little through their eyes. Some of us don't exactly understand and those more enlightened spirits accuse us of immature rebellion against superiors. We deny the charge. Our attitude is not one of blind opposition. We want to see what the Faculty sees so that we may sympathize; but we are not possessed of chivalrous powers, we need to be shown. We would like to know not only the conclusions which the Faculty reaches after deliberations, but why and how it arrives at this conclusion.
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THAYER McNEIL COMPANY
47 Temple Place BOSTON 15 West Street

The Smart College Girl

Has only to glimpse the beauties of our New Fall Wearing Apparel to realize that we can fit her to everything that is modish and many things that are exclusive in MISSES' SUITS, GOWNS and COATS

New Things Just Received Include:

MISSES' SUITS Of broadcloth, duretine, velour de laine, serges, cheviots, boulons and corduroys in dressy and plain-tailored models, introducing every new idea...........................15.00 to 85.00

MISSES' DRESSES For school and college, also for afternoon and party wear in all desirable fabrics, smartly trimmed..................18.50 to 55.00

MISSES' COATS In man-tailored models of chinichillas, ribelines, chevets and mixtures, lined throughout with a checked material..................15.00 to 32.50

JORDAN MARSH COMPANY

We think that we are made and broad-minded enough to understand if the Faculty will explain what we are being educated to consider an intelligent knowledge of what the Faculty is thinking and why it is thinking on matters relating to our non-academic life. Will The Faculty Tell Us?

E. P., 1915.

REFERENCE LIBRARY ON VOCATIONS.

The Women's Educational and Industrial Union calls the attention of college students to its special collection on women in industry. The Union maintains a public reference library of economic and educational material principally relating to women's occupations. It is intended as an information bureau on the question of women's work, both for the Union's departments and for all interested in this subject, whether members of the Union or not. Situated on the second floor at the front of the Union building overlooking the Public Garden, it offers a pleasant rest or reading room and place for quiet study. Students, social workers, newspaper women, business women, and club women in the vicinity are especially invited to avail themselves of its services.

A number of periodicals, popular, educational, and technical are taken. There is a workable collection of general reference books and public documents. A special feature is the material on occupations open to women and courses of training offered by schools, colleges, and other institutions. Current reports of women's clubs, organizations, and school and college catalogues are kept on file and may be consulted by any one. Practically all of the material is on open shelves accessible to the public. The services of the librarian in answering questions and looking up information are freely extended to all.

It is the desire of the Union to make the Library serve as wide a use as possible, and every effort will be made to give assistance.

The library is open from 9 A.M. to 5 P.M., Monday to Saturday inclusive, and during the winter on Wednesday evenings from 6 to 8 P.M.

NOTE: The Women's Educational and Industrial Union is located at 264 Boylston Street, Boston.

Woodland Park Riding School, AUBURNDALE, Horseback Riding, Side, Astride, QUICKLY, CORRECTLY TAUGHT.

Woodland Park Hotel.

BETTER SADDLE HORSES TO HIRE.
Lessons given near the College Grounds if desired.
MR. ALFRED MEYER, Instructor.
Telephone 2194-2, Newton, West.

We Will Pay You $1.00 FOR YOUR OLD FOUNTAIN PEN

Any day up to Dec. 14, 1914 provided you buy a Crocker "INK-TITE" Fountain Pen, Here

(Neal only one pen taken in exchange for each new one purchased.)

N. CLARK CLEMENT, WELLESLEY, MASS.

Walnut Hill School

TAILBY, THE WELLESLEY FLORIST, J. Tailby & Sons, Prop., Wellesley, Mass., Office, 555 Washington St. Tel. 44-2, Conservatories, 103 Linden St. Tel. 44-2. Orders by Mail or Otherwise are Given Prompt Attention.

M. G. SLATTERY, THEATRICAL WIGS AND MAKE-UPS EIGHT STAGE PRODUCTIONS

226 Tremont St. (Up., Majestic Theatre) Boston
COMPANY MADE UP AT STAGE DOORS TEL. Ender 2156-

FURS: FURS: FURS
Have your Furs Repaired and Remodeled in the latest styles by TAILOR B. L. KARTT FURRIER

303 Tremont St. (Up., Majestic Theatre) Boston
COMPANY MADE UP AT STAGE DOORS TEL. Ender 2156-

TAILOR B. L. KARTT FURRIER

Day Clothing, Evening and Holiday Costumes, and Complete Wardrobe, Attire, and Ladies' decked with all sorts of Fresh Furs. Tel. Tel. 2187-7. Wellesley Square, Opp. Post-Office
ALUMNAE NOTES.

A small circular comes from Miss Edith Wilson of Hallowe, New York, asking for the patronage of Wellesley Alumnae in a new venture. This is the selling of stationery, note size, engraved in the Wellesley blue, with the words "Wellesley College Alumnae." Such stationery can be obtained from Miss Wilson. Two boxes of this with envelopes to match can be purchased for one dollar.

LITERARY NOTES.

Agnes Rothey of 1908 has just had published by Houghton, Mifflin & Company, a collection of the poems of which she has been writing for the past two years in the Boston Herald under the signature of Agnes Edwards. They are said to be "suggestive talks about the little affairs of everyday life."

On November 10, Gina & Company published "Legends and Stories from Medieval Literature," edited by Associate Professor Martha Hale Shackelford. This is a collection of translations of pieces of medieval lore that are usually not available to the general reader, who knows the Middle Ages chiefly through romances of chivalry. Designed especially for college sophomores who are studying Chaucer and other medieval writers, this volume proves equally interesting to those less academic readers who enjoy searching into the thoughts and sentiments and beliefs of our ancestors. Among the works represented are many not hitherto available in translation, notably: "The Puritania of St. Patrick," rendered into English from a Middle English version, Froissart's "The Pealing of the Rose at Tournay," "The Complelion of the Husbandman," "Sir Peny," selections from the lapidaries and the bestiaries, Rutledge's satire on the Parisian student, and examples of homily and allegory. The endeavor of the editor has been not to duplicate translations now easily obtainable, but to offer a popular introduction to the less well-known but highly significant minor literature that reveals many of the strange and ardent faiths of a bygone period. Enough bibliographical guidance is given to serve the student who wishes to continue his investigations, but the book makes no pretense at being a handbook for advanced students.

A series of stories of Child Life in Greece, Spain, Ireland, France, Germany, Scotland and other countries of Europe where people came to build our country, and whose children will unite to build the country of the future" is edited by Florence Converse of '93. This is called the Little Schoolmates series. This is the publishers, E. P. Dutton & Company of New York, have ready "In Sunny Spain" by Katharine Lee Bates; "80, Under Greek Skies" by Julia D. Oenoumiss, and "A Bay in Etruria" by Patrice Colom. Laura Spencer Porter will write the story of France and Professor Margaret Moller of the German Department of the College will tell the story of German children. Each author has written the book assigned to her also. All the authors knows work, and the endeavor has been made to show the special characteristics of that country and the peculiar qualities of the child life of which it writes. This is a valuable little book for all school children, since it combine much information with the tales they tell.

Other new publications of the autumn are "The Wolf of Gubbio" by Mrs. Lionel Marks (Josephine Preston Peabody), formerly a member of the English Literature Department of the College and "The Ride Home" by Florence Wilkinson Evans of '92. The first of these is a poetic comedy based on a legendary incident in the peasant history of St. Francis of Assisi. The leading characters are the "Blind Francis" and the "Wolf," who act and react upon a little folk-drama of the poor of Gubbio. For all is homely tears and trials the story is wrought-marvelously and, comedy though it is, it is a treatise upon the radiant, irresistible personality of the poet. The poems in "The Ride Home" are said to be full of poetic life, originality and vigor. "The author has a distinct vein of poetic talent and a style entirely his own," said the critic who already placed her among those who really matter.

There is now in press another volume which owes its life to Wellesley. This, the "Poems of Joseph Beaumont," is a collection of poems, most of them recently transcribed by Dr. Joseph Beaumont, a seventeenth century divine. The manuscript was bequeathed by Professor Palmer to the College, where it was transcribed and equipped with notes by introduction by Eilene Robinson, a graduate of Mrs. Holyoke College, 1910, who took her master's degree from Wellesley in 1912, under the direction of Professor Katharine Lee Bates.

LITERARY NOTICE.

In the "Romanic Review," April, 1913, is a paper entitled "The Sword Bridge of Cretien de Troyes and Its Celtic Original." By Laura A. Hibbard, B.A., 1905, M.A., 1910, holder of the Alice Crittenden Scholarship and reader in French at Mount Holyoke. This work is valuable study in the field of medieval literature deserves high praise, for it reveals a breadth of knowledge and a scholarly manner unusual even after many more years of hard work than Mrs. Hibbard has yet seen. It is pleasant to prophesy for her as a very distinguished place in American scholarship, by virtue of her clear, sensitive perception and her patience in research.

Martha Hale Shackelford, '96.

NEWS NOTES.

It may not be generally known that Senator Helen Ring Robinson of Colorado, who is to be the principal speaker at the meeting of the Massachusetts Woman Suffrage Association in Jordan Hall, on the morning of November 10, is a former student of Wellesley College. Mrs. Robinson, then Helen Northey Ring, entered Wellesley from Providence, Rhode Island, in September, '80 and remained in College one year as a special student. Through her mother, who was a member of the class of '84, she saved her from defeat the "Minimum Salary for Country Teachers" bill, of which she was herself the author, and was also active in getting another Minimum Wage bill for women passed by the General Assembly, if we may judge from the recent report in the papers.

87—Mrs. Helen Barret Montgomery, president of the Women's Foreign Missionary Society serving all Chinese churches, sailed on November 6 for the Orient with Mrs. Henry W. Peabody, the Vice-president of the same society.

87—Mrs. Alice Vant George, secretary of the Massachusetts Anti-Suffrage Association, was the guest of honor at an anti-suffrage luncheon given at Dalton, by Mrs. Winthrop Murray Crane. Later Mrs. George addressed an anti-suffrage meeting, inد. Sophomore B. A. student, who has been one of the women at the University of Chicago, will be one of three women to run as a candidate for the Chicago City Council at their next year's election. These three will run on an independent ticket as the result of the campaign of the civic organization to obtain representation in the city council in order to promote legislation in which women are especially interested.

87—Mrs. Breckinridge was on the committee of ladies who received Mrs. Fisk on her visit to Chicago.

The following Wellesley graduates received degrees in the Department of Science from Simmons College in June, 1913: Bertha E. Church, '99, Cornelia R. Rodman, 1901, Gertrude Naville, 1903, and Mary C. Wiggins, '84. Alice E. Hecker, 1908, received her master's degree from the University of Chicago.

The Wellesley Alumnae who are this year connected with the Women's Educational and Industrial Union of Boston are Caroline J. Cook, '91, director of the Department of Law and Arts, who has just passed her examinations for the certification which the beginning, Helen R. Norton, '98, associate director of this same well-known School of Salesmanship, Roxanna H. Vivien, '94, who holds the position of financial secretary; Maeb F. Champlin, 1903, a member of the Financial Department, and Julia S. Pease, who enters the Union for the first time.

87—Miss Grace Nathan Blood of Wellesley spent the summer abroad.

89—Mary B. Pratt is superintendent of the Elementary Department and the Kindergarten Department of All Saints' School, Sioux Falls, South Dakota.

92—Agnes M. Shaw, who took her master's degree at Columbia University, last June, is superintendents of the English classes of the Young Women's Christian Association in New York City, a branch of the Young Women's Christian Association world-wide for immigrant girls.

93—Mabel N. Wellman, who is head of the new Department of Domestic Science at the University of Indiana at Bloomington, Illinois, has started her new course most successfully with an enrollment of one hundred pupils.

1910—Susan M. Daileon, director of the International Institute for Girls in Spain, visited her country last summer, after an absence of three years. Miss Huffington returned to Madrid in August. Her plans for the expansion of the work are constantly developing and during the present academic year, it is proposed to establish in the Institute, a training course for teachers in response to the demand from students who wish to prepare for the government examinations and obtain the certificates that qualify them to teach in the secondary schools.

The committee organized in Maine, is beginning its work for the first time. Another committee has been added the name of Mrs. Laura E. Richards, a daughter of Mrs. Julia Ward Howe, who was one of the earliest friends of the International Institute.

The friends in Boston have been busy this fall, and on November 3, there was held a sale of articles, including brasses, pottery, lace, saddles, bags and antique jewelry.

Mary V. Little spent this summer, as she did that of 1912, in Europe.

1903—Mary Jenkins, who so ably acted as chair woman for her class reunion festivities, remained in the north for the remainder of the summer.

1904—Iva J. Gardner, who has been with the Women's Educational and Industrial Union of Boston for the last two years as their printing agent, arranging their publications, is now the best known of the best known printers in the city. The Boston agent for the Montague Press of Montague, Massachusetts, an excellent printing house, and a firm who approach their business from the side of beauty as well as utility.

1905—Anna Estelle Glueck, lately connected with the Lick Observatory, Berkeley, California, has accepted a similar position at the government observatory in Argentina and South America.

1906—Emilie Calloway was one of the members of the cast of "Kiss Me Quick," which had its first representation at the Schubert Theater in Boston, on August 4. Later she played in this in New York.
1908—Marion G. Earle sailed in June for Zurich to attend the world’s seventh Sunday-school convention.
1908—Georgie H. Hamlin teaches English and history at the High School at Gorham, New Hampshire.
1908—Emily N. Hachaway, who has traveled half way round the world from Alaska to Russia, during the last two years, has taken a position last year in the Index Department of the New York Times.
1908—Alice E. Hecker took the course at the School for Social Workers in Boston, during 1911-1912. Last year she took a post-graduate course in the same school.
1908—Henrietta Roberts has taught for two years in the F ordland, Maine, High School.
1908—Germia Stivile holds the position as visitor for the Massachusetts State Board of Insanity. Massachusetts has about three hundred handless insane patients boarding in private families all over the state. It is the duty of the visitor to place these patients, transfer them from house to house, or from home to hospital, and visit each one once in three months.
1908—Katharine H. Scott is connected with the National Young Women’s Christian Association. She is office secretary for the Field Work Department of the National Board, with headquarters in New York City.
1908—Helen C. Skinner is teaching in the High School at Beverly, Massachusetts.
1908—Josephine Hardy taught German and French last year in St. Johnsbury Academy, St. Johnsbury, Vermont.
1908—Ethel C. Howe is teaching in a delightful boarding-school at Mendon, Massachusetts. This school, an outgrowth of the St. Agnes School of Albany, was started this last year on a large farm in this historic old town of Mendon.
1908—Harriett E. Worthington has had a position for the past two years in Forest Park University, St. Louis, Missouri.
1908—Jessie Patience Wilson for the past two years has been training for a nurse in a New York hospital. Her work has taken her into the East Side tenement houses, where she has met people from all the countries of Europe.
1908—Katharine Schoeppele is teaching German in the Lafayette High School, Buffalo, New York.
1913—Harriet C. Sellkirk is teaching English in the High School at Albany, New York.
1913—Elizabeth H. Morris has obtained a position as grade teacher in the Vaile School of Richmond, Indiana.
1913—Isabelle C. MacCreary is to teach English literature and medieval history at Brantwood Hall, Bronxville, New York.
1913—Edna J. Leavitt is teaching in the High School at York Village, Maine.
1913—Ruth A. Woodward is teaching algebra, English, physiology and biology in the High School at Keene, New Hampshire.
1913—Helen P. South will teach English this coming year in the Friends’ Central School, Philadelphia.
1913—Dorothy Truesdale has accepted the position of assistant principal in the High School of Danvers, New York.
1913—Elizabeth E. White is instructor in mathematics at Hood College, Frederick, Maryland.
1913—Nita Wiechers is teaching Latin in Forest Park University, St. Louis, Missouri.
1913—Dorothy Ridgeway has obtained the position of English and Latin teacher in the High School at West Rutland, Vermont.
1913—Phillip M. Helt is teaching at Vineyard Haven, Massachusetts.

The Wellesley Inn
IS MAKING A SPECIALTY OF
Afternoon Tea and a la Carte Orders.
To satisfy your thirst for knowledge
And also keep from growing thin,
First register at Wellesley College
And then attend the Wellesley Inn.

Every Requisite for a
::: Dainty Lunch ::::
Cobb, Bates & Yerxa Co.,
55 to 61 Summer St.
Only One Block from Washington Street.

WELLESLEY FRUIT CO. Carries a full line of choice Fruit, Confectionery and other goods. Fancy Crackers, Pistachio Nuts and all kinds of Salted Nuts, Olive Oil and Olives of all kinds. Famoso Rahay Edgeway has a Specialty. 576 Washington Street. Wellesley Square. Tel. 134-W.

Lunch at THE CONSIGNORS’ UNION, 25 Temple Place. Lunch, 11 to 3. Afternoon Tea, 2 to 5. Home-made Bread, Cake, Pies, etc., Served and on Sale.

WARDW W E Fine Papers and Envelopes
Everything Needed in the way of IJank Books, Fine Engraving, Photo Albums, “A Line A Day” Books, and ::::

STATIONERY IN GENERAL
A Splendid Variety of Our Goods
Can Always be Found at the Wellesley College BOOK STORE.

WARD’S, 57 to 61 Franklin St., Boston.

MRS. WEBER
Will Exhibit Samples of
Fine Shoes and Evening Slippers
At the Wellesley Inn, on Dec. 10th, afternoon and evening. Orders will be taken for one or more pairs of Shoes, Slippers, Hose, Buckles and Tange Socks. Special discount to 20 per cent. Weber’s Sample Shoe Outlet, 561 Washington St., Boston Same floor as Marston’s Lunch Room. Opposite Adams House, Jefferson Building. Telephone 5642.

CHRISTIE
THE COLLEGE HATTER
PRICES REDUCED
On all Early Models
160 Tremont Street, Boston

WRIGHT & DITSON
Fall and Winter Catalogue
Mailed on Request
For superior articles for all athletic sports, inquire upon those bearing the Wright & Ditson Trade Mark

WRIGHT & DITSON
344 Washington Street, Boston, Mass.
New York Chicago Cambridge San Francisco Worceester